One of the most important disc golf course equipment is the disc golf target. It has a huge
effect on the gaming experience and the perceived quality of the course. Targets valued by the
players have a high visibility, they are sturdy, and they stop the discs firmly on the whole
length of chains. The course constructors value also durability and low maintenance needs.
The Crater targets by Obsidian Discs are top quality on the market and they have been
designed from ground up to resist hard use and even the extremely harsh Finnish weather.
What makes the Crater a great pick for players and disc golf course constructors:

Powder coated basket and
chain support.
The targets are highly visible
on the course, so even new
visitors are able to spot the
targets easily. Many of the
competitors’ targets are
grey or their deflector band
is the only coloured part of
the target. These kind of
targets are sometimes hard
to see unless you know the
course by heart.

Flat and symmetrical top of
the basket.
The disc has an identical
possibility to enter the
basket from any direction.
No disruptive extensions of
supporting wires around the
basket top.

Deeper basket.
The basket of the Crater is
3‒5 cm deeper than in most
other Championship class
targets. This will secure the
discs to remain in the basket
when they enter it.

Three supporting rings
around the basket side.
Typically there are only two
rings around the basket, but
the third ring will keep the
wedging discs to stay out of
the basket. This will help the
players to avoid situations
where the group has to
judge whether the disc went
into the basket normally or
through a side gap. The third
ring will also add extra
sturdiness.

Strong chain supports.
In order to enhance sturdiness on the chain
supports we have added extra folds on steel to
have longer welds. These make the whole chain
support very robust. Outer chains can slide in the
triangular support rig close to the inner chains in
order to stop discs near the centre part of the
target.

Unique chain set.
The Crater has 24 chains connected to two rings
with different diameters. The inner chains are on
the larger ring which pushes the chains away from
central pole. This stops the discs before they can hit
the pole and bounce off. The outer chains are on
the smaller ring which is located above the larger
inner chain set ring. This makes the chains to cross
over when a disc hits the side of chains. The weight
of the crossed chains stops the disc effectively and
makes it to drop into the deep basket.

Customisation
We can customise the Crater according to the customer’s requirements. The customer can
select colours for the basket, central pole, portable stand, rock stand, deflector band, and even
for the chains. The stand intended for mounting the target on a rock or a tree stump can also
be varied in size, according to the customer’s needs.
Technical specifications







Galvanised pole (Ø 54 mm)
Galvanised height adjustement pole (Ø 60 mm) for mounting on a concrete block
Powder coated deflector band and top construct (Ø 8 mm)
Powder coated basket (frame and upper ring Ø 10 mm, others Ø 6 mm)
28 galvanised chains in two rows (14 + 14)
Available also with a powder coated portable stand or plate stand (Ø 200 mm) for mounting
on rock or tree stump

For orders and information on pricing, please contact us by email info@obsidiandiscs.com, or
by phone, +358 50 362 3162 (Ville) or +358 40 093 5893 (Vesa).

Obsidian Discs is a disc golf company located in Joensuu, Finland. Obsidian Discs designs disc
golf courses, produces equipment for the courses and manufactures discs. The Crater targets
are 100 % handmade in North Karelia, Finland.

